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I. How to understand Russia?
II. Why has Putin been so popular in
Russia?
III. What soured U.S.-Russia relations?
IV. Why now the Ukraine invasion?
V. What are prospects of Putin’s Russia?

Coffey’s conjecture
◼

◼

◼

◼

Ukraine war may become a landmark
for a changing world order
A world order with less globalization, more
climate change stress, greater East-West
tension, diminished role of Putin’s Russia and
lesser support for U.S. global leadership
Despite the changes, the emerging world order
will continue to be based on nations pursuing
their self-interests as limited by their resources,
technology, internal and external constraints
But not necessarily a worse world, as desire for
freedom will advance with improving prosperity
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I. How to
understand Russia?
◼

◼

◼

Churchill famously said “Russia is a riddle
wrapped in a mystery inside an enigma,” then
added “but perhaps there is a key … Russian
national interest.”
Years later Churchill added “I am convinced that
there is nothing they admire so much as
strength, and there is nothing for which they
have less respect than for weakness ...”
Key question: Will Russia’s military weakness and
reduced global status due to Ukraine result in
end of Putin’s Russia?

Source: Tim Marshall, Prisoners of Geography, 2015
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U.S. long overestimated power,
up to Ukraine
◼

Lincoln Steffens in
1931:“I have seen

the future and it works.”
◼

Walter Duranty of

Century of USSR Percent US GDP
Year
1913
1920
1933
1946
1956
1975
1990
1999
2020

Period
Pre WW I
Post WWI & Revolution
Great Depression
Post WWII
Khrushchev "We'll bury you"
USSR Peak %
Fall Berlin Wall
Post USSR bottom
Only Russia

USSR/US
56%
20%
58%
32%
49%
70%
62%
16%
21%

Maddison Project Database, version 2018 downloaded June 1,
2019, of Real GDP in 2011 US$.

New York Times , 1932 Pulitzer prize for glowing
◼
◼

reports and denial of famine in Ukraine
Khrushchev boasted in 1956, “we will bury you”
Paul Samuelson predicted in 1980s economic
dominance of Soviet Union

They pretend to pay us, and we pretend to work.-- Russian quip 4

Pipelines that
fuel Europe

“Findlandization”

Tapping Arctic's
resources

Invaded Ukraine

Leverage in “Stans”

Gigantic geopolitical
presence of Russia
Turkey
military sales

China Alliances
Meddling former
satellites now in
EU/NATO
Sow discord in EU

Annexed
Crimea
Saudi oil
price
deals

Ties with India
War in Syria
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Russia’s impact on
modern world
◼

◼

◼

◼
◼
◼

Massive aid for China’s
communist start - bigger than Marshall Plan
Aided India in 1970s, built steel plants and
“peaceful nuclear test” and India’s still ambivalence
Soviet support of Cuba nearly caused nuclear war
and dominated U.S. & Latin America relations
Cold War competitor - Korean & Vietnam Wars
M.A.D. threatened entire world and still does
Post Cold War competitor - Syria, Libya & Ukraine
Source: Odd Arne Westad, The Cold War – A World History, Basic Books, 2017, p 237 and 627
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Transition to capitalism
catastrophic – 50% drop
& 17 years to recover

◼
◼
◼
◼

◼
◼

Russians felt robbed of superpower status
Discovered were far behind the West
Oil prices declined and oligarchs stole assets
Many didn’t get pensions, starved, became
unemployed, alcoholic, or criminal
West gave $21 bil. aid -- “a drop in bucket”
EU & NATO expanded to its borders
Russians regretting USSR collapse, hit 66% in 2018
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Russia’s economy
tied to oil & gas

◼
◼
◼

◼

Yeltsin

Putin

Oil prices destroyed Yeltsin and made Putinism
Russia – ranks 2nd in oil & natural gas production
Oil & gas exports the financial foundation – 50%
budget, 60% of exports & 30% of GDP
Energy exports underlay relations with Europe,
especially Germany & Ukraine, plus China
Source: Daniel Yergin, The New Map, Chapter 9
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Foreign policy:
Guns or Butter?
◼

◼

◼

◼
◼

Russians are sensitive to deaths of their troops
abroad - was little support for Syria or Belarus
Russians would prefer higher living standards
than a great power
Property rights are very weak – the rich stash
cash abroad in dollars
Instability - much ups and downs of wealth
Legal cases brought against companies to
intimidate and lower sale price to oligarch
Source: Timothy Frye, Weak Strongman, 2021 – presentation on
YouTube at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GRc7EYoTTAQ
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But don’t underestimate
Putin’s Russia

◼

◼
◼
◼

◼
◼

◼

Strengths in cyberspace, fighting force, influence in
Ukraine, Crimea, Syria, Venezuela, Arctic …
Largest nuclear stockpile & area
Underwrites right-wing populists in Europe
Exports much oil, gas, grain, nuclear power plants,
weaponry and controls pipelines
India & Turkey (in NATO) rely on Russian weaponry
Partners with China to undermine liberal world order
Not a traditional superpower, but still a threat to U.S.
Source: The U.S. Should Stop Underestimating Russian Power, By Kathryn E. Stoner, WSJ, Dec. 23, 2020
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Putinology or Russian
exceptionalism or what?
◼

◼

◼

◼

Frye argues the best way to understand
Russia is to shift emphasis from Putinism
and Russian exceptionalism to broader forces
Russia’s domestic politics has much in common
with other nondemocratic regimes while foreign
policies to other powers
Whoever rules Russia will face many of the same
policy trade-offs that faced Putin
But Russia is a major player in international
politics, can stoke great power nationalism and
an energy superpower
11
Source: Timothy Frye, Weak Strongman, 2021, p 203

II. Why has Putin been
so popular in Russia?
◼

In eyes of Russians, Putin has presided over
recovery from economic & political humiliation
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

◼
◼

Ended chaos of Gorbechev and Yeltsin
Economic recovery of Russia (1999-2008)
Won war in 1999-2000 against Chechnya
Survival of fossil-fuels dependent economy after collapse oil
prices in 2008 and 2014
Prevented further NATO expansion by wars against Georgia in
2008, annexing Crimea in 2014; (Ukraine in 2022?)

These explain why Putin support has been 60-80%
According Frye’s Weak Strongman, Putin’s support is
legitimate not faked
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How did Putin rise from
obscurity to power?

◼

◼

Meteoric rise from KGB agent in Germany to mayor’s
office in St. Petersburg to Yeltsin’s office in Moscow
to President
Initially charmed West by declaring:
◼
◼
◼

◼

“Russia is a friendly European nation”
“Stable peace on continent is our goal”
“Democratic rights and freedoms key goal”

But morphed into an anti-west fascist nationalist
13

Putin’s popularity based
on prudence & stability
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Putin’s popularity stems from comparison with
life under Putin compared to Gorbachev & Yeltsin
Earlier turmoil is why Russians prefer Soviet
system to liberal West
Good at crisis management – saved Russia from
collapse & built a $600 billion reserve fund
Russia’s finances and trade balances are healthy
– better than in West including U.S.
Still faces challenge in making economy to be
less dependent on fossil fuels
Source: Allen C. Lynch, “Putin’s Russia”, Great Decisions 2022 Briefing Book
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Putin’s “militocracy”
Alexei Navalny poisned
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼

◼

Putin, despite his authoritarianism,
has attracted impressive popular support
Leadership drawn from military and intelligence
Liberals discredited by Gorbachev’s failures
Anti-liberal Communist Party vote only 20%
Electoral laws rigged to favor Putin, opponents
banned, media controlled, critics jailed & poisoned
Despite political corruption, Russians fearful of
change of relative stability under Putin
Source: Allen C. Lynch, “Putin’s Russia”, Great Decisions 2022 Briefing Book
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Putin’s pivot East &
away from West
◼

◼
◼

◼
◼

◼

KGB background and appointments of former
KGB’s and cronies from St Petersburg raised
Western suspicions
Since 2004 a hardening of Putin toward West
Became increasingly autocratic and hostile
Complained NATO expansion was a betrayal
Convinced of exceptionalism of Russia and its
inevitable fate to be a great power
Embittered when NATO declared Ukraine and
Georgia will become members

Source: Roger Cohen, “The Making of Vladimir Putin,” NY Times, March 26, 2022
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Did West get Putin wrong
from outset, or has he
transformed?
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼

Initially, Putin guardedly open to West
- even NATO
But morphed into an anti-west fascist nationalist
Fixated on restoring Russia’s great power status
Not a Marxist
Works with friendly oligarchs that were created
by chaotic, free-market, crony capitalism, so long

as they show absolute fealty

Source: Roger Cohen, “The Making of Vladimir Putin,” NY Times, March 26, 2022
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“No Putin, No Russia”?

◼
◼

◼
◼
◼

Russia has changed dramatically since late 1980s
If oil prices had been $100 in 1990s, things
might’ve turned out quite differently
Russians well-educated & living standards doubled
Putin’s 22 years spans 5 U.S. Presidents
Held power by abetting favorable oligarchs, being
adept at crisis management, tilting policies and
elections to his advantage, yet maintain popular
support by cultivating a decisive macho image 18

“Know Putin, Know Russia”?
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Putinology - easy tale to tell of former
KGB behind dark sunglasses seizes power and
changes Russia
But over-stresses great man theory and
minimizes circumstances or conditions
Exceptional Russia – view that current condition
stems from its traditional role of a great power
and support for strong ruler
Flaw is downplaying role of society
Much of recent Russian history similar to other
autocracies like Turkey, Venezuela, & Hungary 19
Source: Timothy Frye, Weak Strongman, 2021, Chapter 2, p 15, 26, 36

III. What soured U.S.Russian relations?
◼

◼

◼

Remarkably, after 9/11 Putin
was first to call President Bush
Putin aided U.S. war against Al Qaeda and Taliban in
Afghanistan
Yet Putin turned against U.S.
◼
◼
◼

◼

U.S. invasion of Iraq was opposed by Putin
U.S. opposed Putin’s choice for president of Ukraine
U.S. pressured NATO to admit Georgia and Ukraine
Putin hated Hillary & meddled in election pro Trump
Source: Allen C. Lynch, “Putin’s Russia”, Great Decisions 2022 Briefing Book
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History of U.S.
relations with Russia
◼
◼
◼
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼
◼

Opposed communist revolution; WW II ally
Opposed and contained in Cold War 1947-1990
Aided Gorbechev & Yeltsin after Cold War
U.S. triumphalism, “shock therapy” & weak aid
Failure of economy & Yeltsin was Putin’s chance
Putin and Pres. G.W. Bush had 40 meetings
Obama’s reset failed due to Great Recession & Crimea
Putin & Xi think U.S. weakening & withdrawing
Biden not Putin fan –”Putin is a killer” and “cannot
remain in power”
21

U.S.- Russian relations plunged
after Crimea and sanctions
◼

◼

◼

Medvedev replaced
Putin as President
2010
Russia annexed
Crimea and took
breakaway
provinces in March
2014
U.S. & EU
sanctioned Russia
22

Ukraine conflict will hurt global
growth and raise prices
◼

◼
◼

◼

Beyond humanitarian crisis, global economy will
feel effects of slower growth and faster inflation
Inflation will erode incomes and reduce demand
Neighboring economies will grapple with
disrupted trade, supply chains, & remittances as
well as surge in refugees
Reduced business confidence and higher investor
uncertainty depress asset prices, tighten financial
conditions & spur capital outflows

https://blogs.imf.org/2022/03/15/how-war-in-ukraine-is-reverberating-across-worldsregions/
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Obama “reset” of U.S.
relations with Putin

◼

◼
◼

◼

Reset made some gains on arms control,
Afghanistan, Russia’s into WTO, & Iran
But remained deep policy differences & animosity
In 2011 Russia assented to NATO’s “humanitarian”
intervention in Libyan Civil War, which resulted in
Qaddafi’s murder
Putin outraged he was lied to that it was not for
regime change and vowed to veto any such future
authorization
24
Source: Allen C. Lynch, “Putin’s Russia”, Great Decisions 2022 Briefing Book

Decline in relations and
lead-up to Crimea
◼

◼
◼

◼

◼

◼

In Dec 2011, Hillary sided with
protesters against Putin; embittering Putin
Putin expelled USAID & welcomed Snowden in 2013
U.S. opposed Ukraine’s election of Yanukovych who
Putin favored
But Ukrainians forced him to flee to Russia & new
pro-America Zelensky took power
This was context for Russia’s seizure of Crimea in
March 2014 and U.S. and EU sanctions still in force
Since that time, collaboration has essentially ended
25
Source: Allen C. Lynch, “Putin’s Russia”, Great Decisions 2022 Briefing Book

U.S. & Russian relations likely
poor until end (2036?) of Putinism

◼
◼
◼

◼

◼
◼
◼

Putin - hard working, sober, cunning and agile
Goal - centralize power and enrich himself
Put KGB and pals in control
Struck deal with oligarchs: can keep their money
as long as keep out of his way
Holds grudge for humiliation & NATO expansion
State control of oil & gas leverages his clout
Allies with China to weaken U.S. & West
26

Even before invasion under 10% of U.S.
saw Russia as partner or not a threat.
Now only 6% have confidence in Putin
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IV. Why Putin launched
Ukraine war now?

◼
◼
◼
◼

◼
◼

Perception that West was weak & divided
Germany has a new leader; France has election
Partnership with China has been cemented
Bad intelligence & isolation persuaded could
quickly succeed
Drunk on his success in Crimea, Syria, & Belarus
Thought would bolster his popularity like Crimea
did and lessen Putin fatigue

Source: Roger Cohen, “The Making of Vladimir Putin,” NY Times, March 26, 2022
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Putin by 2014 convinced of
Western decline
◼

◼

◼

◼

But as of 2014, Putin not hostile to U.S. – had
President Bush & Rice to Sochi pre Olympics
Shortly thereafter, launched a “peace
enforcement” in Georgia to squash NATO hopes
No meaningful Western response and Putin
became more convinced of Western decline
U.S. focused on war of terror and downplayed
any threat of Russia
Source: Roger Cohen, “The Making of Vladimir Putin,” NY Times, March 26, 2022
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What does Putin
want in Ukraine?
◼

◼

◼
◼
◼

Obsessed with 17 mil.
Mariupol
Russians in Ukraine “made-up country” &
Kiev
“mother of all Russian cities”
Says objective is to defend Russian speakers in
eastern Ukraine
Get land bridge between Russia and Crimea
Block Ukraine’s joining NATO
Force Ukraine neutrality between Russia & West

Source: By James Hookway and Yaroslav Trofimov, WSJ, Apr. 3, 2022
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But, Ukraine invasion
has backfired
◼
◼

◼
◼
◼

◼

Galvanized NATO
Ended Swiss neutrality & German pacifism
United an often-fragmented EU
Hobbled Russian economy with sanctions
Provoked a massive exodus of educated
Russians
Has been outmaneuvered by Zelenski
Source: Roger Cohen, “The Making of Vladimir Putin,” NY Times, March 26, 2022
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V. What are
prospects of
Putin’s Russia?

Russia Real GDP Growth Rate
15.0%
10.0%
5.0%
0.0%
1985

1990

1995

2000

2005

2010

2015

2020

2025

-5.0%

◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

-10.0%
GDP growth 7% in
Putin’s first two terms -15.0%
Recovered to 3.5% after Great Recession of 2008-9
until 2013 before the Crimea sanctions
Under sanctions, struggled to grow
Putin’s economic model of a state dominated oil &
gas-based economy dubious for future
This bedevils what to do next about Putin’s Russia32

Source: Allen C. Lynch, “Putin’s Russia”, Great Decisions 2022 Briefing Book

Sanctions hit Russia &
depressed Ruble
Ukraine
war

◼
◼
◼

◼

◼

Russia sanctioned after Magnitsky case 2012
More imposed after annexation of Crimea in 2014
After invasion of Ukraine, Russia became world
leader in Western sanctions with $4.4 bil sanctions
Sanctions targeted individuals, banks and restricted
access to foreign goods, especially high-tech goods
Russia trying to counter by leaning on allies and
domestic production in a slow and costly process
Source: The Impact of Sanctions on Russia, Geopolitical Futures, April 4, 2022
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“It’s difficult to repress
your way to prosperity”
◼

◼

◼

◼

Young are less intimidated by power and have a
lot more access to the world via the Internet.
They question why Putin has been in power so
long, which is different from the rest of the world
Although many autocrats stay in power for a long
time also
Russian economy has been flat for the last
decade, so Putin, like all autocrats, must deliver

Source: Timothy Frye, Weak Strongman, 2021 – presentation on YouTube at https://www.youtube.com
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Pundits’ recent dim
views of Putin’s Russia
◼

West undermining Putin by publicizing (Collinson)
◼
◼

◼
◼

◼

◼

Bogged down, demoralized & dysfunctional military
Growing political tension of Putinism

Putin won’t survive defeat of his army (Fukuyama)
Easy days of oil-fed growth and foreign victories
are over (Frye)
Popular protest, elite machinations, state failure,
declining legitimacy, grinding war, & international
isolation will result in Putin’s ouster (Motyl)
Russia will emerge from Ukraine broke &
35
humiliated (Kagan)

More of same with or
without Putin?
◼

◼

◼

◼

When autocrats leave office,
most likely is another autocrat
Whoever succeeds Putin will likely retain military
predominance in neighborhood, a resource-rich
economy, & elite skepticism of West
On other hand, there’s a correlation between
democracy, rising incomes and education
For example, Russia is wealthier than 15 of 16
Latin America democracies and education far
exceeds all
Source: Timothy Frye, Weak Strongman, 2021, p 201
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Russia’s elite are key
to Putin’s downfall
◼

◼

◼

◼

◼

Russians in power today are
opportunists who profited under Putin
It is these elites, rather than the masses, who
have the power to depose Putin
They are not friends of U.S. or defenders of
human rights
Opportunism and self-preservation could yet
induce those close to Putin to press him to alter
his position or remove him should he not
But the last thing would ever be, are U.S. allies

“Why Russia’s elite are the key to Putin’s downfall,” by Douglas London, New Yorker, March 31, 2022. London teaches
37
intelligence studies at Georgetown and served in the CIA’s Clandestine Service for over 34 years.

U.S. bipartisan
support of Ukraine

◼

◼

◼

◼

Ukraine crisis narrow partisan
divide, 73% vs. 85%
65% oppose sending troops to Ukraine but
83%, support supplying military equipment
56% support a no-fly zone, but 89%
concerned about confrontation with Russia
Sources: brookings.edu/blog/order-from-chaos/2022/03/31/what-do-americans-think-of-therussia-ukraine-war-and-of-the-us-response
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International order is on
the line in Ukraine
◼

◼
◼

◼

◼

Until Russia invaded Ukraine, Western elite
imagined we lived in a “rules-based world order”
Ukraine reminds us that aspiration is not reality
Yet there is hope amid carnage that valiant
Ukraine may foster a rules-based world order
closer to realization
If Russia is defeated states, including China, will
think hard before attacking others
But if Putin succeeds, American pipe dream ends

Source: International Order Is on the Line in Ukraine, By Joshua Muravchik, WSJ, March
30, 2022
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How the Ukraine war will likely end
◼

◼

◼

◼

Putin invaded Ukraine to safeguard invasion from
the west and rebuild Russia, brick by brick with
Ukraine the biggest brick
Russians were becoming restless, and forced to
act with ill-equipped army for this sort of war and
Ukraine’s resistance surprised him
But Putin cannot stop as it would reveal a weak
country and a weak ruler
He must continue to fight until he wins or is
forced out and someone else takes over and
blames it all on Putin

Source: George Friedman, “How the Ukraine war will likely end,” Geopolitical Futures, April
40
5, 2022

Putin’s Russia & U.S.

Summary & Conclusions
I.

How to understand Russia?
◼

Twin influences of Putinology and Russian exceptionalism, but
acts like other autocrats

II. Why has Putin been so popular in Russia?
◼

Seen as restored Russia’s stability and global status

◼

Changed from Cold War rival, to embrace of cooperation and
conversion to democracy and capitalism, to mutual distrust

III. What is status of U.S.-Russia relations?
IV. Why now the Ukraine invasion?
◼

Buoyed by success in Crimea, Syria, China ties and perceived
weakness of West, Putin sought to counter his troubles at home
with ventures abroad

V. What are prospects of Putin’s Russia?
◼

Not bright: global reputation sullied by Ukraine, petrol power
hurt by sanctions and green energy, and Putin fatigue at home
Next class #4: Myanmar’s never-ending crisis
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Appendix of background information

Discussion questions
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Why has Putin been so popular? Does he deserve this
popularity?
Both the Navalny and Pussy Riot’s received low levels of
support for their resistance. Despite this, should they and
others continue to challenge Putin’s regime? Is it worth doing
so?
Obama’s “reset” began to unravel only two years after it
began. This is in part due to the U.S. unwillingness to see
Russia as an equal. Should the U.S. reconsider this perception
of Russia in order to improve relations with Putin?
Should the U.S. be seeking influence in Ukraine? Is Ukraine so
important for American foreign policy to be supporting an antiRussian government?
Is there hope for a better relationship between Russia and the
U.S.? Why or why not?
Source: Allen C. Lynch, “Putin’s Russia”, Great Decisions 2022 Briefing Book
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Appendix of background information

Timeline of U.S. & Russian Relations (1991-2022)
Yeltsin era, 1991–99
1991: Rresident Bush and Gorbachev sign START I treaty
1991: Gorbachev announces the dissolution of the USSR
1993: Bush and Yeltsin sign START II
1993: U.S. bilateral aid program of $1.8 billion for Russia
1994: First joint U.S.–Russia Space Shuttle mission
1997: The NATO-Russia Founding Act of bilateral cooperation
1997: Russia joins G8

Putin era, 2000 to present

2001: Russia supports U.S. in 9/11 attacks
2002: Creation of NATO-Russia Council
2006: U.S. and Russia condemn North Korea's first nuclear launch
2009: VP Joe Biden suggests "reset" with with Russia
2009: Russia allows U.S. and NATO through Russia to Afghanistan
2012: Russia joins the U.S. and NATO at the Chicago Summit
2012: Russia joins the WTO and begins trade with U.S.
2013: Russia supports the U.S. during crisis with North Korea
2013: Obama cancels summit with Putin over Edward Snowden
2015: U.S., Russia, EU & Ukraine Minsk pact to stop war in Donbass
2015: U.S., Russia, Iran & sign Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action
2016: Russia meddles in Trump-Clinton election
2022: Russia invades Ukraine
43
1991: August: Soviet hardliners stage a coup against Gorbachev; they fail because of defiance
by

Appendix of background information

Overall Assessment:
Russia’s SWOT
◼

◼

◼

◼

Strengths internally– Huge area, military, energy
and natural resources, aggressive leader, well-educated
Weaknesses internally– Energy dependent, declining
population, kleptocracy, fatigue of Putinism, limited
warm water access, inequality and poverty, northern
climate
Opportunities externally– Leverage energy exports,
G20 & UN Security Council, Arctic, alliance with China,
global warming
Threats externally– Former satellites in EU, sanctions
for Crimea, brain drain (majority youth want to
migrate), oil price volatility, NATO
44

